Trajectories for South African employment after COVID-19

The COVID-19 health response shut down the South African economy for a period, and then continued to constrain face-to-face services such as tourism, hospitality and personal services. These industries create the majority of jobs in all middle- and high-income economies. The COVID-19 interventions further aggravated pre-existing and rising unemployment and poverty levels. By 2021, only 42% of the working-age population in South Africa was employed, as compared to the National Development Plan’s target of 60% by 2030. South Africa has had high unemployment since at least 1978, with an historical policy path that appears to direct the economy towards slow growth and low employment. This article outlines the results of employment scenarios modelling: the purpose is to envisage the future of employment in South Africa in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, with a view to 2050. Two ‘plausible’ scenarios are modelled. The upper and lower trajectories are aligned to historical growth paths between 1970 and 2019, with three decades experiencing an average 1.5% GDP growth and two decades an average 3.6% growth. An average economic growth rate rising from 2% to 3.5% between 2022 to 2050 would result in the achievement of the National Development Plan’s employment targets. The modelling also shows what the employment trajectory might have been in the absence of the COVID pandemic.

Significance:
- This article evaluates the potential pathway for South African employment after COVID-19.
- After a rapid and significant fall caused by policies to manage COVID-19, employment might only recover to peak 2018 levels by 2024–2026.
- The COVID-19 pandemic may have long-term implications for employment. In the absence of the pandemic, there could have been between 500 000 and 1.6 million more people working by 2050.

Introduction
The COVID-19 health response has caused economic crises globally. The interventions specifically targeted face-to-face activity, which is the main source of employment in middle- and high-income economies. Constraining these services is especially damaging for women and youth, whose main work opportunities are found in services driven by such face-to-face activity – like personal services, hospitality, tourism and retail. Many countries have implemented some combination of economic lockdown and ‘risk-adjusted strategies’ to balance the COVID-19 health risks and other social and economic risks. The way that developed economies locked down activity was emulated in some developing economies, including South Africa.

South Africa has extremely high rates of unemployment, poverty and inequality. As a country that seeks to reverse the damaging effects of its apartheid past, achieving full employment, eradicating poverty, and reducing inequality are the apex goals, reflective of the Constitution and as translated into the National Development Plan. This article focuses on the employment objective. Since the advent of democracy in 1994, there have been notable successes in creating employment and reducing unemployment. However, there were reversals prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. The policy responses to contain the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in significant negative impacts on employment, to the extent that unemployment rates have reverted to those seen in the mid-1990s. The economic crisis caused by local and global COVID-19 policy responses and its impact on employment therefore need to be understood in relation to the country’s historical challenges and long-range aspirations.

This article presents the potential path for South African employment and unemployment in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, based on findings of employment scenarios modelling. The employment context as relevant to the scenarios is laid out and the approach to the scenarios is explained. Two employment scenarios to 2050 are presented and compared to what might have happened in the absence of COVID-19.

Employment and unemployment in South Africa
South Africa has had high unemployment since at least 1978, with an historical policy path that appears to direct the economy towards slow growth and low employment. There has been some debate about whether South Africa leans to jobless or job-creating growth. However, the evidence clearly indicates that there is a close relationship between employment and growth. High unemployment has not been caused by jobless growth, but rather the absence of growth.

Growth has been persistently slow over the past 50 years, with per capita GDP growth averaging around 1.6% per annum as seen in Figure 1. There were only two meaningful accelerations – in the 1960s and 2000s – but they were not sustained. Table 1 shows that in the past 50 years there were three decades with an average GDP growth rate of between 1.4% and 2.0% and two decades with an average growth rate of 3.6%.
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In South Africa, for every 1% GDP growth, employment can be expected to grow by about 0.6% to 0.7%. By global standards, this employment elasticity of growth is high and may be explained by slow productivity growth. For example, the average employment elasticity between 1995 and 2003 was 0.14 to 0.18 in East Asia, 0.20 to 0.42 in Southeast Asia, 0.41 to 0.64 in Latin America, and 0.21 to 0.34 in developed economies.

Between 2001 and 2008, a period of positive economic growth, employment expanded by 2.4 million and the unemployment rate fell from 30% to 23%. The employment elasticity of growth was 0.6 over this period.

The South African economy experienced falling rates of GDP growth from 2009, and negative growth in 2019 as shown in Figure 2. Real GDP per capita in 2019 was the same as for 2007. In the period from the second quarter of 2008 to 2019, employment grew slowly. Approximately 1.7 million jobs were created, as compared to 4.1 million people added to the labour market. As a result, the official (broad) unemployment rate rose from 21.5% (26.2%) in the fourth quarter of 2008 to 29.0% (36.6%) in the second quarter of 2019. The proportion of the working-age population in employment fell from 46.2% to 42.4% over the same period.

Falling growth rates over a sustained period suggest the possibility of underlying structural and/or institutional factors that contain potential growth rates. It is possible to break out to higher rates of growth and development with sustained commitment to actions that reform markets and public institutions; however, South African growth metrics indicate that this has not yet happened. Figure 1 compares per capita growth in a number of emerging and developing economies between 1960 and 2020. South Africa has fallen behind comparator countries and especially other middle-income economies, even since the transition in 1994.

Employment impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic policy response

Some observations can be made about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic policy response on employment.

The initial lockdown in March to June 2020 resulted in the loss of 2.24 million jobs, and by the second quarter of 2021, total employment was still 1.44 million lower than at the onset of the lockdown. These high-level employment indicators mask the possible ways that pre-existing inequalities may have deepened.

There are important race, age, and gender dynamics associated with employment, unemployment, and poverty levels in South Africa. These dynamics are found globally, but are particularly extreme in South Africa due to its historical legacy. The imperative to achieve higher economic and employment growth rates is particularly important from the perspective of creating a future in which the whole population enjoys more-equitable access to the opportunity to achieve a decent standard of living.

South Africa has had high black African unemployment since the 1970s; this figure exceeded 20% by 1978 and the trend has persisted. In 2018, 84% of all those not in education, training or employment (NEET) were...
black African, accounting for 42% of the black African working-age population. By 2021, 50% of the black African population were NEET. By comparison 25% of the white population were NEET in 2018.7

Women’s prominence in face-to-face service work has resulted in disproportionately negative labour market outcomes. Women were more likely to lose their jobs in the initial lockdown period, accounting for two thirds of the jobs lost in the first lockdown period. Employment recovery as the economy opened was slower for women than for men. By March 2021, men’s employment and working hours appeared to have restored to pre-pandemic levels, compared with women whose employment and working hours were still 8.4% and 6.0% below pre-lockdown levels, respectively. In addition, the disproportionate domestic responsibility carried by many women was deepened in the context of school closures and families working from home. By March 2021, the presence of children in the household continued to reduce the probability of employment for women, but did not have this effect on men.8

Pre-pandemic, 69% of white adults were employed as compared with 40% of black adults. By mid-2021, these figures had fallen to 67% and 36%, respectively. Women in the informal sector were particularly hard hit, with an employment drop of 16% by mid-2021 as compared with a fall of 3% for men.9

The closure or containment of workplaces has in many cases assumed that work would take place at home. The ability to work from home is positively correlated with socio-economic status, the type of home, educational attainment and earnings. For example, those who could work from home earned an average of about one-third more than those who could not work from home. In the South African context, this therefore translates into a race bias, with black African workers least able to work from home and/or being in types of employment that cannot be done from home.9

Low-paid workers (earning less than ZAR3000 per month) were eight times as likely to lose their jobs (earning more than ZAR3 000 per month) to have lost their jobs in the initial lockdown of March/April 2020. Black African workers had a 43% probability of losing their job, compared with 17% for white workers.11 At the time of writing this article, the pathway of employment recovery is still unclear. There has been significant labour market churn below the aggregate numbers: almost one quarter of those employed in February 2020 were no longer employed a year later, and almost one third of those without employment in February 2020 did find employment by March 2021.

Youth unemployment is a global phenomenon, and is usually about two to three times the national rate. In 2018, about 50% of NEETs were aged 15–24. High unemployment therefore specifically entrenches racial disparities for the future. The pandemic hit youth employment disproportionately, with employment of workers under 35 falling by 14%; they accounted for two thirds of all formal-sector job losses between the first quarter of 2020 and the second quarter of 2021, despite having accounted for only one third of total formal employment pre-COVID.9 There is some indication that older workers left the labour market and that youth were net gainers in the recovery.12

**Employment recovery after economic crisis**

Previous experience of economic crises may be an indicator of how employment recovery might progress after COVID.

The 2008 global economic crisis is the most recent pre-COVID-19 example of South Africa’s response to a global shock, although its causes and character differed, emanating from a financial crisis with its epicentre in the USA. In that crisis, developing and emerging economies reverted to pre-crisis levels of output within 2 years, while advanced economies that were at the epicentre took longer to be restored.13

Unlike other emerging economies where the impact of the global economic crisis was transmitted largely via decreases in traded manufactures and remittances, South Africa was impacted largely by decreases in private-capital inflows, commodity exports, and trade revenues.14

The global economic crisis took some time to reach South Africa. While the financial crisis took place in 2008, South African output fell by 1.5% in 2009 and recovered to pre-crisis levels in 2010. The fall in employment lagged and was substantially larger than that in output. Table 2 offers a picture of employment losses and gains during the global economic crisis. Employment fell by almost 10% (1.466 million) between the fourth quarter of 2008 and the third quarter of 2010 (almost 2 years). Employment recovered to pre-crisis levels by the second quarter of 2013 (almost 3 years). Even though employment levels were restored, unemployment rose.14

The pathway to recovery from the economic crisis emanating from the COVID-19 health response would be different from that due to a domestic or global crisis that is caused by market phenomena. This is because the initial channel into the economy is direct, with government shutting down activity by fiat. The second channel arises through other global phenomena such as trade flows and cross-border movement of people.5,15-17

The World Bank expects developing countries and emerging markets to be slower in reverting to pre-crisis levels of output this time, compared with the majority of developed countries, which have invested heavily to stimulate their economies in a way that developing economies cannot.18

### Table 2: Employment and unemployment – past, present and future

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial crisis period</th>
<th>Pre-COVID-19</th>
<th>COVID-19 period</th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Low growth scenario</th>
<th>Medium growth scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment (‘000s)</td>
<td>14 584</td>
<td>14 357</td>
<td>13 899</td>
<td>14 330</td>
<td>16 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment (strict)</td>
<td>4267</td>
<td>4341</td>
<td>4622</td>
<td>4721</td>
<td>6083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate (strict)</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate (broad)</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>29.0%</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
<td>35.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment/ Working-age</td>
<td>46.0%</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
<td>42.0%</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Employment peak – Q4 2018 = 16.529 m
*Employment fell to 16.383 m by Q1 2020
*Employment could revert to peak 2018 levels by Q4 2026
*Employment could revert to peak 2018 levels by Q2 2024

Note: Figures refer to Q2
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The process of designing and implementing policy to manage the evolving pandemic changed over time, requiring considerable monitoring and adaptation. The impact of the economic policy responses is not yet known, and information is provided here simply for context. The President invoked a State of Disaster and established the National Command Council. The first phase of the response involved an almost complete economic and social lockdown for 35 days, followed by a month in a slightly more open lockdown phase. Thereafter, there was a process of re-opening economic activity. A risk-adjusted approach reflecting an acceptance of the idea that the containment of the pandemic would have to be balanced with other social, economic, and health considerations was introduced in May 2020. In 2021 and 2022 there has been growing capacity to enable the use of non-pharmaceutical interventions and vaccination of the adult population, which together could pave the way for a full return to work.

Some economic and social measures were put in place by the public and private sectors to support individuals and businesses adversely affected by policies aimed at containing the pandemic. Some examples are the loan guarantee schemes; the introduction of a special wage subsidy; and COVID-TERS, which was funded by the Unemployment Insurance Fund. Support of ZAR350 per month was introduced as part of the Social Relief of Distress programme for unemployed persons who do not access other social grants, in recognition of the surge in the number of food-insecure adults who would otherwise have no other means.

Government introduced the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan in October 2020. It was aimed at driving immediate interventions for economic recovery amid COVID-19, but also at ‘rebuilding and growing the economy’. Some of the most prominent elements included a commitment to expanding infrastructure investment and introducing reforms to network industries such as transport and energy. It also introduced an employment stimulus aimed at creating public-sector-funded social-economy jobs aimed especially at youth.

After an overall decline in GDP by 6.4% in 2020, there was a 4.8% recovery in 2021 and a forecast of 1.7% growth for 2022. Output, which fell due to the economic shutdown locally and globally, is expected to recover within approximately 2.5 years. By comparison, 2.2 million jobs were lost in the second quarter of 2020, accounting for 13.6% of total employment. Only 800 000 jobs were recovered a year later. It is expected that in 2022 there will still be one million fewer employed than in the pre-crisis period, as seen in Table 2.

Employment scenarios in a post-COVID-19 pandemic future

The purpose and design of employment scenarios

I have prepared employment scenarios for South Africa since 2004. They were the foundation for the Human Sciences Research Council’s Evidence-based Employment Scenarios, which were prepared before and after the 2008 global economic crisis. These scenarios contributed to the setting of national targets in respect of employment and related policies. The second major set of scenarios was prepared for the National Planning Commission in the South African Presidency for the National Development Plan. A smaller employment scenarios exercise was done in the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Futuristic scenarios were used to help visualise the following:

• A future state in which there is significant structural change associated with the development process.
• A pathway to solving for a seemingly intractable challenge such as extreme unemployment, poverty, and inequality as found in South Africa.
• Possible validation of a current path, or the identification of risks that require attention and course correction towards the desired path and end goal.

Employment generally grows incrementally and, if sustained, expands in a cumulative fashion, in some proportion to output growth. In the context of very high unemployment, small variations in economic and employment growth rates can seem trivial in the near term. However, these small differences can make a very significant impact when sustained over decades.

Methodology

When the employment scenarios were done previously at the Human Sciences Research Council and for the National Planning Commission, the government’s national target of halving unemployment and achieving full employment was set, and a path to achieving that goal proposed. These scenarios were prepared in the belief that the installation of a new regime and democratic government would bring significant change in institutional and policy orientation that could guide the way to faster employment creation and economic inclusion. The purpose was realising a future with full employment, with a view to the high-level targets as well as second-order targets and dependencies. The method involved defining and calculating the half-unemployment mark and then linking it to other metrics such as employment or labour force participation. In 2004, the target official unemployment rate was 14% by 2014 and 6% by 2024. In the National Development Plan, those targets were shifted outwards to 2020 and 2030, respectively. More importantly, the National Development Plan set an employment target of 11 million jobs created between 2010 and 2030, with the aim of 60% of the working-age population being employed by then.

The employment scenarios presented in this article use a different method. They do not involve the setting of future goals and do not assess how to achieve any specific employment goal. Instead, they focus on two plausible economic trajectories and then apply a set of assumptions to model possible employment and labour market outcomes.

The COVID-19 pandemic has had especially negative impacts in our country that is already challenged by extremely high unemployment. These employment scenarios are aimed at revealing possible trajectories for employment recovery coming out of the pandemic, and up to 2050.

The gravitational pull of South Africa’s path was underestimated in this earlier work. Path dependence and the challenges associated with significant institutional and policy orientation have to be accounted for in any temporal thinking around change. The two scenarios described in this article are shaped by plausible outlooks in the context of this institutional experience.

With this in mind, the employment scenario modelling has been revised from earlier versions to take account of potential economic growth, the relationship between employment and growth, labour market growth, and official versus broad unemployment.

A simple linear model is used. The assumptions and formula are presented in Table 3. The reasoning behind these assumptions are explained in the previous section. It is assumed that:

• The lower-bound GDP growth rate falls to 1.6% per annum on average and the higher-bound growth rate rises to an average of 3.5% per annum. In the near term, the modelling uses recent forecasts by the South African Reserve Bank, which sees GDP growth falling to 1.7% in 2022 and rising to 2% by 2024. The potential growth rate rises as economic capacity expands, and can therefore be influenced. It had risen to 3.5% by 2008, but fell to 1.7% between 2010 and 2015. The potential growth rate is now estimated to fall below 1%, 21,25
• The employment elasticity of growth ranges between 0.60 and 0.65. The modelling assumes that employment grows by more than 0.65% of GDP growth in the near term. This takes account of expected further recovery of jobs in labour-intensive activities such as retail, personal services, tourism, and hospitality. The elasticity then falls to 0.60.
• Between Quarter 3 of 2019 and Quarter 3 of 2021, 1.136 million jobs had still not been recovered in the highly labour-intensive
Table 3: Assumptions and formula used in employment scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• $E_t = E_{t-1} \times Y_t \times \eta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• $EA% = \frac{E}{WAP} \times 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• $UE = LF - E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• $UEs% = \frac{UEs}{LF} \times 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• $UEb% = \frac{UEs + UEd}{LF + UEd} \times 100$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WAP = working-age population = aged 15–64
LF = labour force = WAP employed or searching for work as per official definition
$E_t$ = total employment in year $t$
$UEs$ = strict unemployment
$UEb$ = broad unemployment
$UEd$ = discouraged unemployment = likely % of NEA that is discouraged based on history
$EA$ = employment absorption
NEA = not economically active = WAP – LF
$Y$ = GDP
$\Delta Y_t$ = GDP% change in $t$ year
$\eta$ = employment elasticity = $\frac{\Delta E}{\Delta Y}$

Notation and acronyms

| 2021 = 4.8% |
| 2022 = 1.7% |
| 2023 = 1.8% |
| 2024 = 2.0% |
| 2025 = 1.8% |
| 2026 = 1.7% |
| 2027 – 2050 = 1.6% |

| 2021 = 4.8% |
| 2022 – 2023 = 2.2% |
| 2024 – 2026 = 2.5% |
| 2027 – 2030 = 3.0% |
| 2031 – 2050 = 3.5% |

Discouraged unemployed
19% ≥ UEd ≥ 17% /NEA
19% ≥ UEd ≥ 10% /NEA

Employment bounce-back effect in labour-intensive services
2022 = 250 000
2023 = 350 000

Employment elasticity
0.65
2022 – 2039 = 0.65
2040 – 2050 0.64 ≥ $\eta$ ≥ 0.60

‘trade’ and in ‘social and community services’. It is assumed that 600 000 to 900 000 jobs are added in a lagged recovery of these services between 2022 and 2024.

- 63% of the growth in the working-age population consists of those entering the labour market each year and 37% becoming not economically active, as has been the case over the period from the fourth quarter of 2008 to the fourth quarter of 2018. Over the period from 2008 to 2018, approximately 63% of the growth in the working-age population entered the labour market and 37% were not economically active.

- Estimates on labour market growth rely on United Nations population projections. These foresee annual growth in the South African working-age population falling from about 550 000 currently to about 150 000 by 2050. This demographic transition has a significant positive impact on unemployment rates after 2030.

Employment outcomes in the low- and medium-growth scenarios are then compared to what might have happened in the absence of the COVID-19 crisis. It is assumed that employment could have grown by about 1% in 2020 and 2021, had the economy expanded by about 1.6% in each of those years. Growth of 1.6% per annum would be consistent with the South African Reserve Bank and other assessments of the potential growth rate of the South African economy.

Results

Two simple employment scenarios to 2050 are modelled, with results presented in Table 2. The modelling assumptions are found in Table 3. Figure 3 offers a visual of employment and unemployment pathways in these two scenarios.

Both scenarios are domestically focused, even though South Africa is highly vulnerable to global cycles. Neither scenario is concerned with global dynamics, because resilience domestically will aid in reversing decline, accelerating growth and development, and responding to global up- and downswings.

Scenario 1 envisions low growth, recovery from the COVID-19-policy-induced economic crisis, and a reversal of the pre-COVID-19 economic decline. In this scenario, GDP grows by 1.7% in 2022, falling to an average of 1.6% per annum from 2027 to 2050. This is aligned with forecasts by the South African Reserve Bank and its assessment of potential economic growth prior and subsequent to the onset of COVID-19. Also in this scenario, employment reverts to 2018 levels by 2025; about 5.74 million jobs are created between 2022 and 2050; and strict and broad unemployment both rise, as an average of 205 000 jobs created annually is not sufficient to absorb labour market entrants. By 2050, there are 21 million people working and 12.6 million unemployed or discouraged. The strict and broad unemployment rates are 29.9% and 37.4%, respectively. Only 41.2% of the working-age population is employed.
Scenario 2 envisions medium growth for a sustained period. GDP growth is 2.2% per annum in 2022 and rises to an average of 3.5% per annum from 2031 to 2050. The investment in human and institutional capacity causes the potential growth rate to rise steadily over this period. Also in this scenario, employment reverts to 2018 levels by 2023 or 2024; about 13 million jobs are created between 2022 and 2050; and the rates of strict and broad unemployment both fall, with an average of 470 000 jobs created annually. By 2050, there are 28.5 million people working and almost 3.7 million unemployed or discouraged; the strict and broad unemployment rates are 5.2% and 11.4% respectively; and almost 56% of the working-age population is employed. On the way to full employment, the number of unemployed is far lower than in scenario 1 but is nevertheless significant for most of this period. For example, there are 10.6 million broadly unemployed in 2030, with this falling to 8.6 million by 2040.

Scenario 2 is likely the best possible outcome South Africa could achieve to 2050. However, scenario 1 does not represent the worst South Africa could face.

Failure to reverse the underlying causes of economic decline from 2010 would result in further deterioration in state capacity and services, thereby undermining production capacity of the economy as well as alienating investors, skilled personnel, and communities. Stagnation and/or economic contraction can result in a downward spiral and dramatic political upheaval, which could in turn lead to economic contraction, employment loss, diminishing human and institutional capacity, as well as reduced availability of public resources to pay for critical economic and social expenditures. Nevertheless, a third scenario was not prepared as it would require a different methodology. South Africa has seen decades of misdirected, wasteful, and harmful resource allocation and practices, and nevertheless muddled through at low rates of growth. Examples range from separate development policies, isolationism that led to international sanctions, and deep military expenditure in the 1970s and 1980s to the arms deal of 1998 and, more recently, state capture. This is the context for historical slow growth and rising unemployment in the black population. The character of economic decline would require an understanding of its special dynamics.

Table 4 shows how these scenarios would have differed in the absence of the COVID-induced crisis. All the assumptions are the same as those in the two scenarios, except insofar as 2020 was a year of anaemic growth and not one of severe contraction. Slow growth, rather than a growth spurt associated with recovery, is found in 2021 to 2023. The losses that take place in 2020 are never fully recovered even by 2050. Employment grows cumulatively wherein each year’s growth is on the back of the previous year’s. A one-year slide can have significant impacts on long-term success. In a low-growth scenario, 1.6 million more people would have been working by 2050 in the absence of COVID. The strict unemployment rate would have sat at around 28%, with 44% of the working-age population employed. In the medium-growth scenario, faster GDP growth would have narrowed this gap: by 2050, there would have been about 500 000 more people working in the absence of COVID and 56.7% of the working-age population would have been in employment.

Discussion

The initial exuberance in the post-democratic era in envisioning much-improved rates of employment was dampened by the evident challenges in implementing institutional reform aimed at achieving sustained inclusive growth.

Efforts towards building state capacity development and achieving economic reform that started around 1996 finally seemed to make a positive impact on economic and employment growth from the early 2000s. These gains have been severely reversed as a result of ‘state capture’, which has hollowed out significant parts of state capacity and therefore undermined the quality of public spending and services, which has in turn undermined economic capacity.21

There are important areas of economic and social policy that have not been addressed sufficiently in the democratic era. Most notably these include a housing policy that located settlements far away from
Table 4: Employment scenarios in the absence of COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low growth scenario</th>
<th>Medium growth scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>With COVID-19</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment ('000s)</td>
<td>14 148</td>
<td>17 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment (official)</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
<td>33.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment / WAP</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Without COVID-19</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment ('000s)</td>
<td>16 547</td>
<td>18 462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment (official)</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment / WAP</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
<td>41.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Without COVID assumes 1% employment growth in 2020 and 2021
WAP, working-age population

Economic activity, weak passenger transport systems that entrench a high cost of living, and limited access to quality health and education systems, with the result that the indices of human development for South Africa align more closely with those of a low-income country. Current policy behaviour in important areas that underpin the employment orientation of the economy persists in mirroring pre-1994 approaches, even though the policy agenda associated with separate development was discontinued. This might also be seen as a form of hysteresis, where historical approaches have not been replaced sufficiently with new know-how appropriate to the structural change that is consistent with the current agenda for inclusive growth.\(^{7,21,27-29}\)

Employment and growth are outcomes of actions and are not impacted directly. Growth is an outcome of success in building the country’s capital and human asset base, developing appropriate and strong institutions, and raising technological capability. Employment, in particular, relies on growing urban areas with integrated and well-designed human settlements, policies that enable business activities and competition, thriving productive rural areas, an affordable cost of living, and investment in lifting human development and capabilities. The apartheid separate development policy promoted the opposite approach and was effectively a low-employment policy. This explains why economic growth has been slow since the 1970s and why black African unemployment exceeded 20% by 1978\(^{7}\) and continued to rise for the next 20 years to reach 36% by 1998.\(^{6}\)

The economic policies aimed at containing COVID-19 in South Africa must be understood within this context. In a country with high unemployment, extensive poverty and slow growth, constraining or locking down economic activity can be devastating. This is particularly so where the focus of the lockdown is on the industries where most people work. Initially, the rationale for a lockdown was to create opportunity to put into place capacity in the health system. In 2020 and 2021, policymakers juggled health and economic decisions, shifting from lockdowns to ‘risk-adjusted strategies’.\(^{21}\) In this vein, possible explanations for each scenario may be found.

Slow positive growth in Scenario 1, rather than continued decline, could arise from actions that stabilise the economy, enable the restoration of economic activity and introduce stronger institutional governance in key institutions. Examples might include\(^{7,21,27-29}\):

- Success in vaccinating the population and related actions to manage COVID-19 in ways that enable a return to work.
- Support for businesses specifically harmed by COVID-19, such as tourism businesses and small and microenterprises, a managed opening up of the economy to full services, and stronger commercial diplomacy with key markets to restore and promote trade and tourism.

A progressive introduction of capable leadership in key locations is found in the public sector, ranging from top infrastructure state-owned enterprises such as Eskom, Prasa and Transnet, to the leadership of key municipalities and oversight of infrastructure procurement and delivery.

A growing ability for the public and private sectors to partner.

The worst excesses in crime and corruption in both sectors are brought under control.

Sustained economic growth in Scenario 2 might be found with implementation of actions that go deeper into strengthening key state institutions. Examples include\(^{7,21,27-29}\):

- Implementing meaningful reforms that encourage greater dynamism and institutional learning in public and private sectors and in communities
- Strengthening fiscal and financial management
- Transforming state-owned enterprises involved in infrastructure delivery to be more dynamic
- Building state capacity to strengthen delivery
- Deepening quality and impact in public education and health services
- Densifying housing and creating thriving human settlements located near economic activity
- Activating communities to participate in service delivery
- Enabling small local businesses to thrive

Conclusion

Most countries globally have experienced severe labour market impacts as a result of economic interventions aimed at containing the COVID-19 pandemic. These impacts are particularly challenging in South Africa with its extremely high pre-existing unemployment rates. Two scenarios were modelled to assess plausible future pathways for employment growth in South Africa. The scenarios are focused on plausible pathways given the significant institutional resistance to reforming the economy towards a dynamic employment-absorbing path. The low-growth scenario sees an average annual GDP growth rate of 1.6% to 2050,
resulting in a 30% unemployment rate. This could not be achieved under status quo conditions: it would require basic reforms in leadership, governance, accountability and in crime and corruption that reverse economic decline. The medium-growth scenario sees an average annual GDP growth rate rising from about 2.2% in 2022 to 3.5% by 2031. If sustained, the unemployment rate falls to 5% by 2050. This would require significant institutional reforms to drive greater economic dynamism, competition, small business activity, regional integration and trade. Most importantly, it would involve intensified investment in human capacity.

Several research questions emanate from this work:

- A scenario of decline was not prepared. I propose that a different methodology would be required to determine the factors that might cause contraction over sustained periods. South Africa has not yet experienced this, despite significant resource mis-allocation over many decades.

- The UN forecasts a demographic transition in South Africa, as the population ages and the youth bulge becomes smaller. Unemployment rates fall faster as a result after 2031. This also has implications for other social policy, most notably sustained fiscal resources to support an aging population that is dependent on a small working population. This should increase pressure to stimulate the economy and provide social protection that can be sustained for decades.

- It is possible that there could still be about 8 million unemployed by 2040, even in the best scenario. A faster pace of economic reform and stimulation is needed, combined with a sustainable social protection policy so that all households can reasonably chart to a decent standard of living, even in this challenging context.

- The modelling makes assumptions about the employment elasticity of growth, which has been high in South Africa, possibly due to low productivity growth. Economic policy can be framed to elevate the employment elasticity of growth, with an emphasis on employment absorbing activities.

- It is possible that employment does not fully recover to pre-crisis levels due to hysteresis. Lower employment levels may persist, even once the COVID-19 crisis has passed and industries have become fully operational. If this happens, one explanation would point to employers learning how to deliver the output with fewer workers and/or with fewer work hours. The pandemic-induced postponement of investment plans can also result in foregone job creation. 

- In the near term, the scenarios foresee employment recovering to its 2018 peak by 2024 to 2026: in 2022, there may still be a shortfall of over 1.2 million jobs. The pace of employment recovery depends considerably on policy choices in respect of safely restoring economic and social activity and in stimulating the movement of people between major trade and tourism partners.
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